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[In Confidence]

In Confidence

Office of the Minister of Tourism
Office of the Minister of Immigration
Chair, Cabinet Legislation Committee

IMMIGRATION (VISA, ENTRY PERMISSION, AND RELATED MATTERS)
S) AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS 2019
Proposal
1

We propose that Cabinet authorise the submission of the Immigration (Visa,
(Visa Entry
Permission, and Related Matters) Amendment Regulations 2019 to the Executive
Council. These Amendment Regulations will enable the collection of the
International Visitor Conservation and Tourism
the
ourism Levy (IVL) and introduce
in
Ne Zealand.
Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) for visa-waiver travel to New

2

The Amendment Regulations are in part enabled by le
legislation (the Immigration
(International Visitor Conservation
Amendment Act 2019), which
rvation and Tourism Levy)
Le
rec
passed under urgency on 30 May 2019 and received
Royal Assent on 4 June 2019.

Policy
3

ment Regulations give effect
e
The Amendment
to Cabinet policy decisions to introduce the
V-18-Min 0194] and the ETA [DEV-18-MIN-0191 and DEV-19-MIN-0023],
IVL [DEV-18-Min
ct to two proposed cha
subject
changes discussed below. They will amend the Immigration
Visa, Entry Permission, a
(Visa,
and Related Matters) Regulations 2010 (the principal
Regulations).

4

We recommend Cabinet waive the 28-day rule for the Amendment Regulations, to
enable som
some parts of the regulations to come into force on 1 July 2019. 1 July 2019
has bee
been widely communicated as the commencement date for the IVL in particular,
and d
delaying, even if only by one day, would cause confusion.

The Amendment
A
Regulations enable collection of the IVL
5

The IVL will ensure international visitors to New Zealand contribute to the
infrastructure they use and the environment they enjoy. Recent growth in visitors has
put pressure on visitor infrastructure, including on facilities and public conservation
lands and waters managed by the Department of Conservation. This visitor
infrastructure is necessary to support the tourism experience in New Zealand.

6

The Amendment Act adds a new section to the Immigration Act 2009 (the Act) that
allows for regulations to be made to charge the IVL. It provides that these regulations
may specify who is required to pay the IVL, and who is exempt, set the levy amount,
and provide for the manner of collection of the levy.

7

The Amendment Regulations impose an IVL of $35 on people who apply for a
temporary entry class visa to travel to New Zealand, or who request a traveller ETA.

1
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The Amendment Regulations specify the IVL is payable at the same time as a visa
fee or ETA fee.
8

When Cabinet agreed to the introduction of the IVL it also agreed to exempt certain
people from the requirement to pay the IVL. These exemptions are provided for in
the Amendment Regulations.

9

ulations
To avoid duplication within the principal Regulations, the Amendment Regulations
ning how
cross-reference existing provisions as much as possible. A table explaining
each exemption has been provided for in the Amendment Regulations
ns is attached as
Annex One.

10

cal changes that have
The Minister of Tourism approved some minor and technical
arisen during drafting. Of those, Cabinet should be aware
are that the original proposal
pro
onths or less cannot be
to charge visitors to New Zealand staying for 12 months
ed that all applicants for a temporary
operationalised. Instead, the Minister has agreed
ar either generally
entry class visa are liable, with some visas exempted where they are
granted for more than 12 months, and/orr are for work purposes ((such as the
essential skills visa).

11

he Ministry of Business
Cabinet should also note that the
Business, Innovation and Employment’s
automatic
(MBIE’s) online application systems will automatically
assess whether the applicant
VL, and charge or not charge
ch
is required to pay the IVL,
accordingly. Where an applicant
ng the IVL either on the basis of the type of visa they are
is exempt from paying
n the basis off their natio
applying for or on
nationality, the IVL will appear as a zero charge
ce.
on their invoice.

12

ent of the IVL is required for each liable visa application and ETA request,
Payment
aning that the IVL does not have an independent period of validity. As a result,
meaning
some people may pay once and travel to New Zealand multiple times, while there
are some scenarios where travellers may pay the IVL more than once over a
relatively brief p
period of time. For example:

13

12 1

tr
a traveller
may have a visitor visa or Traveller ETA which is valid for travel for
two years, and visit New Zealand twice before the visa or ETA expires;

12.2

a traveller may have requested and been declined a traveller ETA, and
subsequently apply for a visitor visa. Both applications will be IVL liable;

12.3

some travellers are generally visa-required, but if they enter New Zealand on
a cruise ship they are only required to hold a traveller ETA (which will include
paying the IVL). If they subsequently decide to travel to New Zealand by air,
they will need to apply for a visitor visa, which will also include the IVL.

This automated system may also mean that a person with dual nationalities, where
one is a nationality that is not required to pay the IVL (Australians and most
Pacific Islanders) and who requests an ETA or applies for a visa using a passport
from their other nationality, will pay the IVL even though they are not required to.
This is a function of the automated system, and to change it would be an expensive
software build that would only benefit a small number of people. Officials do not
consider that it would be worth pursuing.
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The Amendment Regulations implement the ETA
14

From 1 October 2019 most visa-waiver travellers will have to hold an ETA in order to
travel to New Zealand in reliance of that visa waiver.

15

The ETA will enable:
15.1

15.2

Faster and better facilitation for an increasing number of travellers over time
me
to meet travellers’ and carriers’ expectations of:
15.1.1

eing
a better experience (including reducing the chance of being
prevented from boarding at check-in or turned around
nd at the border);
and

15.1.2

ies digitally and receive
an increasing ability to interact with authorities
personalised and modern services.

More secure borders to:
15.2.1

aland about the purpose
provide assurance to New Zealand
purposes and
g foreign travellers; and
characteristics of intending

15.2.2

ealand border settings re
close gaps in New Zealand
relating to the marine
(cruise) pathway.

16

ng travellers will be able to request an ETA, and an ETA
From early July 2019 intending
ctober 2019 Travellers w
will be required from 1 October
will be able to request an ETA
through a website (at a cost of $12) or an app on a mobile device (at a cost of $9).

17

ew Zealand citizens and people who hold a New Zealand visa are
We note that New
he visa waiver and ETA regimes, while Australian citizens will be exempt
outside of the
from the requirement to hold an ETA.

18

n 20 September 2018 C
On
Cabinet agreed to introduce an ETA [DEV-18-MIN-0191],
and agreed
18 1

the class
classes of traveller required to hold an ETA before travel;

18.2

the duration of an ETA;

18
18.3

the information to be collected by an ETA; and

18.4

the information which could be provided to travellers.

19

Cabinet also agreed to implementation funding, including a capital injection of
$21.8 million, and consequential changes to operational baselines. Ongoing
management of the ETA system will be cost-recovered through the ETA fee.

20

The Minister of Immigration approved some changes to the ETA design arising both
from the software build and as identified during drafting. These decisions are all
consistent with the original policy proposals. Those changes are to:
20.1

require all requestors to provide details of their booking references (if
applicable) and intended dates of travel (if known), instead of classifying this
information as optional;

3
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20.2

expand the number of ETA types from two (Traveller and Crew) to three
(Traveller, Transit and Crew), noting that Transit ETAs were previously a
subset of Traveller ETAs;

20.3

expand the decision that requests for Traveller ETAs must be accompanied
by a photograph if the requestor uses a channel that has the technical
pes;
capacity to enable one to be captured, to cover requests for all ETA types;

20.4

ho fly into and
expand the definition of positioning crew to include individuals who
out of New Zealand and work on cruise ships within New Zealand
aland waters
and and left via a
(previously it only included those who flew into New Zealand
cruise ship); and

20.5

add two questions to the ETA form, namely whether
ether the requestor has
ed for a visa, to assist in
previously travelled to New Zealand or applied
resolution of identity.

21

y passengers who intend
Cabinet noted that visa-waiver nationality
intended to transit
n the transit area decide they would like to visit
New Zealand and who, upon arrival in
o get a Traveller ETA a
New Zealand, would be required to
and pay the IVL.

22

quired as a condition of a visa waiver to travel to New
However, as the ETA is required
ple have already arrived
Zealand, and these people
arrived, it is not possible require them to
apply for a traveller ETA. These passengers will therefore be able to enter New
ETA They will also be able to visit without
Zealand without requesting a further ETA.
L because the payment of the IVL is tied to the application for the
paying the IVL
TA. Cabinet is asked to note this change. Officials advise that the numbers
traveller ETA.
ely to be low.
are likely

23

There is one additional change that requires Cabinet approval, as it falls outside of
the M nister of Immigration’s
Immig
authority to make changes. We recommend that
Cabinet agree to rescind the decision that Immigration New Zealand (INZ) will be
able to require
requir an individual to travel to New Zealand on their primary identity
document
document, but note that INZ must already be satisfied of the requestor’s identity in
order ffor the requestor to travel on a document (including in reliance on an ETA).

24

This change reflects the legal status quo, as MBIE does not have legal authority to
require a person to not travel to New Zealand on a lawfully issued and valid
passport. The formal rescinding is therefore not a policy decision but a confirmation
of the legal status quo.

25

Cabinet also invited the Minister of Immigration to report back on the case for, and
level of, an urgent fee. Following consideration of the adequacy of the resourcing
model for ETA delivery and operation and the incentive to apply immediately before
travel which could be generated by an urgent fee, this option will not be progressed
at this time.

26

The Amendment Regulations give effect to the decisions made to date, as modified
by the changes recommended above.

4
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Implement a change to a Regulation governing the handling of cash by Immigration
New Zealand
27

Regulation 26AAC of the principal Regulations requires cash payments of prescribed
fees in certain offices. In February 2019 Cabinet agreed to remove that requirement,
but to retain the ability to accept cash in exceptional circumstances by way of special
ial
direction by the Minister of Immigration [DEV-19-MIN-0023].

Implement a decision arising from the 2018 Immigration Fee and Levy Review
28

The Amendment Regulations also give effect to a prior decision (5 September 2018)
ims of Domestic
by Cabinet to formally exempt applicants for visas under the Victims
EV-18-MIN 0178]. This
Violence policies from liability to pay the Immigration Levy [DEV-18-MIN
change was inadvertently omitted from prior amendment regulations, but is propo
proposed
e exempt from the IVL).
IVL)
to be included in this change (these people will also be

29

We note that in the meantime exemptions have been made for these vi
visa applicants
on by appropriately dele
using the ministerial power of special direction
delegated
Immigration Officers.

Cancel a further report back to Cabinet
30

abinet Economic Develo
On 20 February 2019, the Cabinet
Development Committee directed
officials to:
30.1

advan passenger information and processing,
develop the details of marine advance
g the timing and content of information about passengers and crew to
including
agencie and
New Zealand border agencies,

30.2

p
establish transitional provisions
to support the operation of the ETA where
electronic systems or agreements with carriers are not in place.

31

The Cabinet Econo
Economic Development Committee also invited the Minister of
Immigration to seek
s
Cabinet agreement to the outcomes of this policy development
and to seek amendments to the Immigration (Carriers’ Information Obligations)
Regulati
Regulations 2010 in mid-2019 [DEV-19-MIN-0023].

32

S
Subsequent policy development has identified that no changes to the Immigration
(Carriers’ Information Obligations) Regulations 2010 are necessary to implement the
ETA from 1 October 2019, and transitional provisions will not be required. We
therefore seek Cabinet’s agreement to the cancellation of that report back.

Timing and 28-day rule
33

We recommend that most parts of the Amendment Regulations come into force on
1 July 2019. A waiver of the 28-day rule is therefore sought. This is necessary as the
Amendment Regulations cannot be considered by the Executive Council until
17 June, which is 13 days before 1 July.

34

1 July 2019 has been widely communicated as the commencement date for the IVL
in particular, and delaying, even if only by one day, would cause confusion. Officials
have consulted widely throughout the development of the ETA and IVL. This has
included a period for public comment on the proposals, and liaison with key
stakeholders throughout the process. MBIE officials have also worked closely with
5
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carriers on implementation. We consider the objectives of the 28-day rule have been
met through this consultation.
35

It will not be mandatory for visa-waiver travellers to hold an ETA to travel to
New Zealand until 1 October 2019, and for technical reasons relating to this, some
parts of the Amendment Regulations will not come into effect until 1 October 2019.
9.

Compliance
36

37

The Amendment Regulations comply with each of the following:
36.1

the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi;

36.2

land Bill of Rights Act 19
the rights and freedoms contained in the New Zealand
1990
and the Human Rights Act 1993;

36.3

relevant international standards and obligations.
igations. The Ministry of Foreign
es were consulted during
durin the policy
Affairs and Trade and border agencies
Regu
development, and on the draft Billl and Amendment Regulations;

36.4

visory Committee’s Guid
the Legislation Design Advisory
Guidelines on Process and
Content of Legislation.

ations omply with the p
The Amendment Regulations
principles and guidelines set out in the
Privacy Act 1993. A Privacy Impact Analysi
Analysis was completed and noted the ETA
project will resultt in more personal infor
information being collected from, or on behalf of,
ers to New Zealand. The collection of personal information for the ETA
many travellers
ful foundation and the impacts
im
has a lawful
on personal privacy are justifiable given the
I
MBIE’ss role in delivering the Immigration
Act 2009 and immigration system for New
aland. MBIE, through INZ,
IN is also the responsible agency for verifying the identity
Zealand.
of non-citizens in New Zealand.

Regulations Review C
Committee
38

There are no anticipated grounds for the Regulations Review Committee to draw the
Amendm
Amendment
Regulations to the attention of the House under Standing Order 315.

Certific
Certification by Parliamentary Counsel
39

The draft Regulations have been certified by the Parliamentary Counsel Office as
being in order for submission to Cabinet.

Impact analysis
40

A Regulatory Impact Assessment was prepared to support Cabinet’s policy decisions
on the IVL in September 2018.

41

A Regulatory Impact Assessment was developed to support the initial policy decision
to introduce the ETA. A Cost Recovery Impact Statement was developed to support
the fees proposed for the ETA.
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Publicity
42

MBIE has developed a global marketing and communications strategy to ensure that
future visitors to New Zealand understand there has been a change in the
compliance regime for New Zealand’s border. The strategy targets three audiences:
42.1

urism
the travel sector: MBIE is engaging with airlines, cruise operators and tourism
bodies (both overseas and in New Zealand), to ensure they have the
information and support they need about the ETA to support their business
needs and communicate this change to their customers;

42.2

es that account for
travellers from the 60 impacted countries: the 20 countries
eting activity and unpaid
93 percent of visitors will be targeted with paid marketing
d communication from
activity (including search engine optimisation, and
) The remaining 7 perce
airlines cruise operators and travel providers).
percent will be
reached via unpaid activity;

42.3

traveller impacted by the
New Zealanders: targeting friends and relatives of travellers
change.

43

w focus on how the revenue
An IVL communications strategyy is being developed. It will
ent, and targets both tho
raised by the IVL is being spent,
those who have paid the IVL and
New Zealanders.

44

jo press release informing the New
In addition to this, we intend to publish a joint
Re
Zealand public that the Amendment Regulations
are now in place.

ase
Proactive release
45

We intend to release this C
Cabinet paper and all associated briefings following the
passage of legislation a
and the consideration of the Amendment Regulations by
Cabinet (alongside the
th Cabinet paper recommending that Cabinet approve the
introduction of the
th Bill). Any redactions made will be consistent with the Official
Information Ac
Act 1982.

Consultation
46

MB consulted the following agencies during the development of the initial policy
MBIE
recommendation and this paper: the New Zealand Customs Service, Treasury,
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Department of Conservation, Inland
Revenue, Ministry of Transport, Department of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Ministry for Primary Industries, New Zealand Defence Force,
Ministry for Pacific Peoples, and the Office of the Privacy Commissioner.

47

Public consultation on the IVL and the ETA and on immigration fee and levy changes
was held from 15 June to 22 July 2018. 107 submissions were received on the IVL
and 19 on the ETA. The majority of the submissions were supportive of the proposal
to introduce the IVL and ETA. Further targeted engagement with the travel sector
has also been undertaken.

7
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Recommendations
48

We recommend that the Cabinet Legislation Committee:
1

note that on 12 September 2018 Cabinet agreed to introduce an electronic
travel authority (ETA), and on 20 February 2019 agreed to further detailed
policy proposals [DEV-18-MIN-0191 and DEV-19-MIN-0023]

2

note that on 12 September 2018 Cabinet also agreed to introduce an
8-MIN-0194];
international visitor conservation and tourism levy (IVL) [DEV-18-MIN-0194];

3

note that on 20 February 2019 Cabinet also agreed to remove
move the
requirement for cash payments of prescribed fees in certain offices, but to
umstances by way of sp
retain the ability to accept cash in exceptional circumstances
special
direction by the Minister of Immigration [DEV-19-MIN-0023];
19-MIN-0023];

4

note that on 5 September 2018 Cabinett agreed to exempt appli
applicants for visas
nce policies from liability to pay the
under the Victims of Domestic Violence
as inadvertently omitted from prior
Immigration Levy, but that this was
DEV-18-MIN-0178];
amendments to regulations [DEV-18-MIN-0178];

5

ourism has approved so
note the Minister of Tourism
some minor policy decisions in
relation to the IVL, and now all applicants ffor temporary entry class visas will
be liable to pay the IVL (a change from visitor visas or short term entry visas);

6

note the Minister of Immigration has taken a number of minor policy decisions
ation to the ETA arising out of the software build and drafting process,
in relation
mely to:
namely
6.1 require all req
requestors to provide details of their booking references (if
applicable) and intended dates of travel (if known);
6.2 expand
exp
the number of ETA types from two (Traveller and Crew) to three
(
(Traveller,
Transit and Crew);
6.3 expand the decision that requests for Traveller ETAs must be
accompanied by a photograph if the requestor uses a channel that has
the technical capacity to enable one to be captured, to cover requests for
all ETA types;
6.4 expand the definition of positioning cruise crew to include individuals
who fly into and out of New Zealand and work on cruise ships within
New Zealand waters; and
6.5 add two questions to the ETA form, namely whether the requestor has
previously travelled to New Zealand or applied for a visa, to assist in
resolution of identity;

7

note that the ETA fees will apply to requests made in advance of 1 October
2019, when it becomes mandatory to hold an ETA to travel visa waiver;

8
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8

note that the people who intend to transit New Zealand and who, upon arrival
in the transit area decide they would like to visit New Zealand will be able to
enter New Zealand without requesting a Traveller ETA or paying the IVL;

9

agree to rescind the decision that Immigration New Zealand (INZ) will be able
to require an individual to travel to New Zealand on their primary identity
document noting that INZ must be satisfied of the requestor’s identity in order
n ETA);
for the requestor to travel on a document (including in reliance on an

10

note that, following consideration of both the adequacy of the resourcing
o apply immediately
model for ETA delivery and operation, and the incentive to
ee, an urgent fee will not
before travel which could be generated by an urgent fee,
be progressed at this time;

11

note that on 20 February 2019 Cabinet:
11.1

directed officials to

11.1.1

s of marine advance pa
develop the details
passenger information
g, including the timing a
and processing,
and content of information
engers and crew to New Zealand border agencies;
about passengers
and

11.1.2

establish transitional pro
provisions to support the operation of the
ETA where electronic systems or agreements with carriers are
not in place; and

1.2
11.2

invited the Ministe
Minister of Immigration to seek Cabinet agreement to the
outcomes of this
th policy development and to seek amendments to the
Immigratio
Immigration (Carriers’ Information Obligations) Regulations 2010 in
mid-201
mid-2019 [DEV-19-MIN-0023];

12

note tha
that further work has identified that changes are not required

13

a
agree to cancel the further report to Cabinet set out in paragraph 11.2 above;

14

note that the Immigration (Visa, Entry Permission, and Related Matters)
Amendment Regulations 2019 will give effect to the decisions referred to in
recommendations 1, 2, 3 and 4;

15

authorise the submission to the Executive Council of the Immigration (Visa,
Entry Permission, and Related Matters) Amendment Regulations 2019;

16

agree to waive the 28-day rule so that the Immigration (Visa, Entry
Permission, and Related Matters) Amendment Regulations 2019 can come
into force on 1 July 2019 on the grounds that:
16.1 1 July has been widely communicated as the commencement date for
the IVL, and delaying, even if only by one day, would cause confusion;
16.2 we consider the objectives of the 28-day rule have been met by that
communication; and

9
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16.3 it will not be mandatory for certain visa-waiver travellers to hold an ETA
to travel to New Zealand until 1 October 2019.

Authorised for lodgement

Hon Kelvin Davis
Minister of Tourism

Hon Iain Lees-Gallowayy
gration
Minister of Immigration

10

The IVL to be collected alongside visa
and electronic travel authority
application fees by Immigration New
Zealand

The IVL is to be paid by: all people
requesting an electronic travel authority
hority
(visa waiver travellers)

The IVL is to be paid by: all people
applying for visitor visas
as or short term
entry visas (12 months
onths or less)

1

2

3



Cabinet-approved specifications

26AAD(1)(a)

26AAE(5)(d)

The INZ system does not know the intended length of stay for all
applicants
at the point of application. We have therefore used temporary
appl
entry class visas and exemptions to give effect to this specification.
Applications at an immigration control area or a port (as defined in
immigration regulations) have been exempted as other immigration fees
are specifically waived in these instances
Specific exemptions for visa which are generally issued for longer than 12
months, including:
x Pathways Student Visas Pilot
x Work to residence
x Religious Worker
x Silver Fern Practical Experience
x Post Study
x Essential Skills

1

26AAD(1)(b)

-

26AAE(5)(e)
(as listed)

Part 3 Subpart 2

26AAD

Clause

Requirement
ent to pay the IVL is set o
out in the first of the new regulations, it
has also
so been added to other parts
pa of the existing regulations (these
consequen
nsequen ial amendments are listed in Subpart 2)

Explanation and
amendments during drafting
nd minor or technical am

the specifications of the IVL, as agreed by Cabinet (DEV-18-MIN-0194 refers)
s)
where required, an explanation of how the IVL regulations give effect to that and/or any subsequent
subseque minor or technical changes agreed
by the Minister during drafting, and
the clause of the proposed regulations that gives effect to the specification
ecification

Ref.

x

x
x

To avoid duplication within the Immigration Regulations, the proposed IVL regulations are heavily
avily cross-referenced. To assist with
understanding the regulations, the following table sets out:

ANNEX ONE: IVL EXEMPTIONS

Agree the IVL is to be charged at a rate
of $35 per person

Subject to the legislative process, the
IVL should come into effect as soon as
possible in the 2019/20 fiscal year, and
no later than 1 October 2019

4

5

Diplomatic visas
as

Military visas
as

7

8



Exemptions will be set in order to align
the IVL with New Zealand’s international
interests and obligations, and/or where
the Minister is satisfied that the group
does not substantially add cost to
tourism infrastructure

6

Exemptions for:

Cabinet-approved specifications

Ref.

26AAE(2)(d)

Domestic staff of diplomats

26AAD(1)

26AAE(2)(c)

Those travelling on a laisses-passer issued by the United Nations

Most military personnel are deemed to hold a visa under Schedule 3 of
the immigration regulations, and will not be required to hold an ETA. They
are therefore out of scope of the IVL

26AAD(1)

Guests of Government are also exempted, as they are deemed to hold a
visa under Schedule 3 of the immigration regulations, and will not be
required to hold an ETA. They are therefore out of scope of the IVL

26AAE(5)(e)

A numbe
number of visas created to ensure New Zealand’s trade commitments
are met
m are exempted. These visas are generally issued for longer than
12 months

26AAE(1)(b)(iii)

26AAE(3)

Children travel
travelling for the purpose of being adopted are exempted

Diplomats and their families, as listed in existing Schedule 5

26AAE(3) and
26AAE(4)

2

Clause 2
Commencement

Confirmed for 1 July

ent partner or child visas have
h
Dependent
been added, as most of these rely
on work
ork visas (the remainder rely on student visas). As well as
supporting
upporting amilies of work visa holders, this exemption works with the
INZ system, which does
doe not distinguish between dependent visas based
on the parent visa a
at point of application.

26AAD(1)

26AAE(1)(b)(iii)

Skilled Migrant Category Job Search (existing 26AAB(3) in the principle
Regulations
-

C
Clause

s during drafting
Explanation and minor or technical amendments

Medical visas

Humanitarian visas

Transit passengers

Antarctic Traveller Transit Visa

Australian citizens and permanent
nt
residents

9

10

11

12

13



Cabinet-approved specifications

Ref.

Australian citizens
citiz
and permanent residents entering NZ receive a
residence visa,
and these are outside the scope of the IVL
v
Howeve there are limited circumstances where an Australian permanent
However,
resident
may apply for a temporary entry class visa, and they have
resid
therefore
been explicitly exempted
t

Members of, or persons associated with,
with contracting parties under the
Antarctic Treaty
eaty are deemed to hold a visa under Schedule 3 of the
tion Regulations and will not be required to hold an ETA. They
Immigration
herefore out of scope of th
are therefore
the IVL.
However, there are some circumstances
where such persons may not
c
enter New Zealand with a deemed visa, and they have therefore been
explicitly exempted

Transit visas and Transitt ETA are out of scope of the IVL as they are
neither a temporary entry class visa, nor a tra
traveller ETA

Persons entering on humanitarian
an grounds are isted in Schedule
Sc
5

26AAE(2)(b)

26AAD(1)

26AAE(2)(e)

26AAD(1)

26AAD(1)

26AAE(1)(b)(iii)

26AAE(5)

26AAE(2)(f)
26AAE(2)(g)

We have added additional clauses to cover those
ose not en ering on a
military craft
Also an exemption for a person who is
s escorting the patient

C
Clause

s during drafting
Explanation and minor or technical amendments

3

The following Pacific Island countries:
x American Samoa
x Cook Islands
x Fiji
x Kiribati
x Republic of Marshall Islands
x Federated States of Micronesia
x Nauru
x Niue
x Palau
x Papua New Guinea
x Pitcairn Islands
x Samoa
x Solomon Islands
x Tonga
x Tuvalu
x Vanuatu

Recognised Seasonal Employer
mployer workers

Business Visitor Visas (including APEC
business travel
vel cards)

Ship
p and airline crew

14

15

14

15



Cabinet-approved specifications

Ref.

26AAE(5)(e)(xiv)
26AAE(2)(h)

Specific exemption included for fishing crew that do apply for a visa
Specific exemption included for positioning crew (that is a person entering
New Zealand as a passenger in order to crew an outgoing flight/cruise)

4

26AAD(1)

26AAE(5)(b)

26AAE(5)(e)(x)
26AAE(5)(e)(xi)

26AAE(2)(a)

C
Clause

Crew ETA (airlines and cruise ships) are out of scope of the IVL as they
do not apply for a temporary entry class visa, or a traveller ETA

Business visas are specifically exempted, in addition, the IVL is only
triggered by an application for a visa or ETA, which is not required for
APEC business travel cards.

Added Supplementary
S
Seasonal Employer

This list of countries is set out in regulation 4A(3)(b),
(3)(b), which sets out
countries eligible for the Pacific Fee Band
so includes citizens of Cook
Coo
For the avoidance of doubt, 4A(3)(b) also
Islands or Niue who are not travelling
ng on a New Zealand passport.
pass
Citizens of Tokelau are exempt as they are New Zealand citizens who
ports
travel on New Zealand passports

s during drafting
Explanation and minor or technical amendments

Travellers whose visa or ETA
requirements have been waived by
Immigration New Zealand

16



Cabinet-approved specifications

Ref.

C
Clause
26AAD(1)

26AAE(1)(b)(i)
26AAE(1)(b)(ii)
26AAE(1)(b)(iii)

s during drafting
Explanation and minor or technical amendments
Crew on certain ships (including international cargo and coastal shipping)
shippin
are deemed to hold visas under Schedule 3 of the immigration
the
regulations, and will not be required to hold an ETA. They are therefore
out of scope of the IVL
i 26AAE (1) b,
All fee waivers applied by INZ are replicated for the IVL in
except for bilateral fee waiver
ver agreements (referred to
t in 26AAB(1)(a) of
tions)
the Immigration Regulations)

5

